Treasure Our Water (1)
English dialogue

Tourist guide
voice-over

： Mountain streams and impounding reservoirs in Hong
Kong are precious natural resources

Tourist guide

： Not only do they provide us with fresh water
But they also provide wildlife animals with water for
survival
What are you trying to do?

Female hiker A

： My legs are sore after such a long hike

Female hiker B

： Right. The water is so refreshing
Must be awesome to soak my feet in it

Tourist guide

： Hold on! Who says you can soak your feet in here?
This is an impounding reservoir. You’ll contaminate the
fresh water

Female hiker A

： Why not?

Female hiker B

： See. Everyone else does the same

Tourist guide

： Play all you want. Don’t kick the football into the water
Hey! Guys…
guys…
You...
How can you do this?
God! I think I’m going to lose it

Everyone

： Lose what?

Tourist guide

： My temper
It’s you

Water Save Dave

： Apply some medicated oil

Male student

： Nothing’s allowed. He just won’t stop talking
Luckily, I come prepared
Now this is sightseeing
It’s a must to play in the water here in the countryside

Female student

： Wait!
I’ve brought some good stuff as well
If we’re to have fun, we might as well play with
something more exciting

Male student

： Absolutely!

Female student

： Leave me alone. We don’t have much time!
Who are you?

Water Save Dave

： I’m Water Save Dave from the Water Supplies
Department
You’ll violate the Waterworks Ordinance if you do so

Everyone

： What Ordinance?

Water Save Dave

： Any person who enters
or bathes or washes in water forming part of the
waterworks
e.g. water gathering grounds, catchwaters and
impounding reservoirs, etc.
washes animals, or causes or permits any animal to enter
therein, throws or places any thing therein
shall be guilty of an offence with a maximum fine of
$50,000 and imprisonment for 2 years

Male student and
female student

： Don’t be dramatic

Tourist guide

： No. I’m not
Hong Kong’s catchwaters, water gathering grounds and
impounding reservoirs are precious water sources
It is our responsibility to protect them from pollution

Water Save Dave

： Think about it
Even though our fresh water undergoes a series of
treatment processes
the water gathering grounds and the impounding
reservoirs are the sources of fresh water
Shouldn’t we protect them?

Super

： Waterworks Ordinance
any person who
(a) enters, or bathes or washes in, water forming part
of the waterworks;
(b)washes or causes or permits any animal to enter
therein; or
(c) throws or places any thing therein, shall be guilty
of an offence.

Male student

： So there’s nothing we can play with?

Water Save Dave

： The fact is, as long as we treasure the natural
environment and
protect our water sources properly, you can have as
much fun as you want

Female student

： We get it!

Male student

： Let’s go and play!

Everyone and
Water Save Dave

： Visit the website of the Water Supplies Department at
www.wsd.gov.hk
to learn ways of keeping the water sources clean

Super

： www.wsd.gov.hk
Treasure our water while enjoying the beautiful scenery
of the countryside

******

